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Unit 4: Vocabulary Development  

6.1 Synonyms  

A Synonym is a word that has the same or nearly the same meaning as another word. 

Although two words may mean the same thing, there is some difference between them in  

understand the meaning in the context.  

Example:  

China knows pretty well that India and Pakistan do not get on well. There are often 

skirmishes across the border. (Vocabulary word)  

China knows pretty well that India and Pakistan do not get on well. There are often 

skirmishes or brief fights across the border.   

Examples  

Vocabulary                    Synonyms  

  

 Acute     sharp     

  Affluent    rich       

      

usage.   

Example:     

         The words  “ Famous ”  and  “ Notorious ”  means  “ Well Known ”.   

   When a person is well known by his  good character or great deeds   , we say that he  

is  “ famous ”      

   If he is well known for his  anti - social   or criminal activities,  we use the word  

“ notorious ”     

If the speaker uses Synonyms along with Vocabulary words, the listener will be able to  
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  Anguish    agony       

  Censure    condemn        

  Eccentric    strange       

  Elicit     bring out       

  Eminent   well known  

1. The leader’s Charisma attracted many followers.  

 

a) Candour     b)magnetic appeal     c) power        d) humanity 

  

2. He did not succeed in his endeavor.  

a) plan  b)trick  c)effort  d)enterprise  

3. No one will invite her to a tea party for she is so   garrulous.  

       a)Talkative   b) giggly  c) tight lipped   d) gossipy  

4. The invading force had no artillery and was    completely annihilated.  

a) Dismembered   b) reduced  c) destroyed d) Split  

5. He has a propensity for getting into debt.  

a) Natural tendency  b) aptitude c) characteristic  d) quality 

 6.2 Antonyms  

An antonym is a word that is opposite in meaning to a given word. Like in the case of 

synonyms, the antonyms may have slight differences in the meanings.  
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Example:  

The word “abandon” has several antonyms such as adopt, defend, hold, keep, support, 

retain.   

 But these antonyms do not convey exactly the same meaning.  

 Also, sometimes a synonym itself may be included as a choice. Therefore, one must be 

careful to avoid making the possible mistake of selecting it as the answer.  

Examples:  

Synonym         Antonym  

  

 Abnormal         normal  

 Arrest          release  

 Blunt           sharp  

 Censure         praise  

 Feeble         strong  

 Profound          shallow  

 Obvious         subtle  

  

Exercises:  

1. I was annoyed at his crude manners.  

a) Unrefined       b) rough    c) civilized        d) rude  

2. His radical views made him popular.  

a) Narrow  b) extremist c) conservative   d) childish  
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3. Miscellaneous items were discussed at the meeting.  

a)  Minor     b) mixed c) unrelated    d) classified  

4. Who would like such an impudent fellow?  

a) Uncivilized      b) uncultured        c) respectful           d) Shameless  

5. The veracity of this statement needs to be tested further.  

     a) Treachery  b) sincerity    c) truth   d) falsity  
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